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The 1992 staff would like to welcome you to the 22nd edition of the Grimoire. This 
year, we expanded in several directions. Most obviously, this issue is eight pages longer 
than last year’s, reflecting the hard work of the staff and the over two hundred 
submissions we received. Grimoire activity began early in the fall with new seasonal 
deadlines. We also added the positions of Art Editor, Poetry Editor and Fiction Editor 
to the board to handle the extra work. With two Business Managers campaigning for 
funds, we were pleased with our patron’s generous contributions.
With this issue, we instituted a new layer to the selection process. Starting from the 
fall deadline, all submissions went through either the Art, Prose, or Poetry Boards 
before going to the Literary Board. We would like to thank the Prose, Poetry, Art, 
Layout and Distribution staffs for their effort, diligence and enthusiasm.
Another new feature of this year’s journal is the inclusion of works submitted by 
former editors which were judged by the Literary Board. Their submissions demonstr­
ate that their dedication to the arts has continued even beyond their years at LaSalle.
This year, we are especially excited about the revival of the Poetry and Prose 
workshops begun under the auspices of Grimoire. The workshop Coordinators with 
the generous assistance of La Salle’s Poet-in-Residence, Mr. Robert Long, encouraged 
writers to discuss and develop their works. We are pleased that many of the selections 
in this Grimoire are products of the workshops.
The Grimoire staff is extremely grateful for the aid of Beth McSherry without whose 
experience this issue would not have been completed. In addition, we would like to 
thank the Collegian, Mrs. Francine Lottier, Cherry Snyder and Garrison’s printing for 
their help.
We would like to express our appreciation to Bro. Daniel Burke, Dr. James Butler, 
Dr. Wojcieh Chojna, Dr. Patricia Haberstroh, Mr. Robert Long, Dr. Maribel 
Molyneaux, and Caroline Wistar who served as judges for the Grimoire Fiction Award, 
the Richard Lautz Memorial Poetry Award and the new Grimoire Art Award.
Most of all, we acknowledge the support of Dr. Toni Culjak, whose wisdom, energy 





I was clogged in a mess of people 
Stagedivers dividing us 
Steeltoed slamdancers combining us 
When I saw you leaning forward 
With an arm to retrieve me.
And I tried to swim to you
Through stubble-crowned sonic youth
But I was caught before I reached your feet.
Your fingers hooked under my ribcage
And lifted my 113 pounds high above the swirling faces.
I crumpled like a ball of paper.
My lungs, broken, would not fill 
My eyes, smoke-stung, swelled 
As I was pressed into you.
Your arms like vines circle my torso 
Your eyes beckon 
(Your attractive mask:
A trompe I’oeil that worked on me)
Until I fled, gasping and bruised.
—  Tara Bubenick
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'Anne" — Alexander Terenchin
Cappuccino Cafe
Dirty coffee cups
clang together, locked in the fingers 
of a tired waiter. It’s closing time.
We emerge from our world 
of philosophical chatter 
to behold a cashier in a trance 
amid a sea of empty chairs 
counting withered ones and fives.
I inhale the hypnotic aroma 
of chamomile and espresso 
a melange of tea leaves and coffee beans 
and remember you.
You’d love these little Parisian tables 
and the smoothness of my French vanilla tea.
But you broke your promise 
to keep in touch.
And though I came here to forget you,
I see you in the steam clouds 
rising from my cup.
They caress my neck and vanish into the vacant room.
—  Marlena Ryan
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The Children of the Lost Faith
The children of the lost faith 
Say their prayers in parking lots,
In grocery store aisles,
In the fastness of the mall.
They mumble their rosaries with 
The latest romance or thriller 
Perched on their dashboards.
They sing their hymns to the radio 
While a defrocked saint hangs 
From their rearview mirrors.
It’s a simple faith.
It requires no tenets, no dogmas, no doctrines. 
Collection is never taken.
Missionaries are never sent out.
One never has to listen to a homily 
By a boring old man
Or a young one locked into ideas dead before his birth.
And one is spared
The old woman in veil and hat
Who believed herself to be an opera singer in her youth
And the cantor who still has pretensions.
One just reserves an hour or so to oneself 
On a Sunday morning or early afternoon,
And the chosen spot is often the mall 
Or other clean, well-lighted place.
Reconciliation, to use the newfangled word,
Is just sorting out one’s troubles with friends 
And making peace with oneself 
In a parking lot 
On Sunday morning.




The silence of that January morning echoed throughout the neighborhood, as we waddled through the snow in our boots. I stopped for a moment, looking back at 
my footprints. We were the first ones to step in the snow, and I knew that by the time 
I returned, people would be out with shovels destroying our tracks. But this was all 
right, we wouldn’t walk home on the sidewalk anyway. By then, the cars would have 
left icy tire marks in the roads, and we would glide back, pretending to be elegant ice 
skaters sliding through the skinny Philadelphia streets.
"Are you coming?" Lisa placed her hands on her hips.
Her long, dark hair was flecked with snowflakes. I plodded toward her, wondering 
if my hair had snowflakes as well. She shook her head, "If you don’t hurry, there won’t 
be any cardboard left."
I hurried. We were headed to a paper factory where a kind janitor would give us 
huge sheets of cardboard, wax coated on one side. They made excellent sleds. We 
would reach the bottom of the hill, then run up again as fast as we could. The snow 
never lasted very long in Philadelphia, but this made us love it even more.
Lisa walked next to me, "Besides, you have to be careful not to walk alone. The blue 
van might get you."
I looked into her round, dark eyes skeptically, "What blue van?"
She sighed, "You mean you’ve never heard about the blue van?"
Somehow, she always seemed to know about everything. Lisa often noted that this 
was because she was a week older than I. We both would be twelve soon enough though, 
and I never saw what difference one week made. Lisa explained, "There’s a blue van 
that’s been riding through the neighborhood taking children!"
I shook my head, "I don’t believe you."
She stopped walking for a moment, "No? Well Debbie said it came after her the 
other day, but she got away."
Debbie was her older sister. Biting the side of my lip, I looked down at the sparkles 
in the snow. She continued, "You just better be careful."
I peered down the street, searching for the blue van as we continued walking. I 
wondered what happed to the children it captured. When I asked Lisa, she replied with 
a strange smile, "I guess they’re not children anymore."
I felt my throat tighten, "They’re...dead?"
Lisa pointed ahead. The janitor had piles of cardboard waiting for us. We ran through 
the snow, momentarily forgetting about the blue van. Our laughter drifted through the 
broken factory windows, where workers turned to wave at us as we drifted down the 
hill, wishing the snow would never melt.
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Y et the snow did melt, and by spring the story of the blue van had spread quickly.Rumors from the clouds floated overhead like mobiles, twisting and turning. Part of the way home from school each day, I walked with Lisa, but the rest of the journey, 
I often ran terror-stricken, praying that the van was not following me. When I arrived 
home, I would run inside and lock the door, then sit at the kitchen table, gulping a glass 
of chocolate milk and eating a slightly frozen Tasteykake Krimpet. I never thought I 
was going to make it.
Her voice through the phone said, "No, I don’t think I want to."
Lisa and I had planned on going down to the railroad tracks to crush some pennies. 
We had a whole collection of distorted coins. We would place a line of them upon the 
tracks and wait for a train to ride over them. I loved the warm feeling of the freshly 
crushed copper. It was the same feeling as freshly xeroxed copies which teachers 
occasionally handed out.
"Why not?" I asked.
Lisa’s reply: "I don’t know."
"Are you scared about the blue van? We only have to cross one street to get to the 
tracks...it won’t see us once we get there."
She sounded somewhat annoyed, "There is no blue van!"
I told her that lots of people had seen it, but she sighed, "Well, it doesn’t exist." 
When I hung up the phone, I decided to go down to the tracks with my handful of 
pennies alone. I even brought a few nickles. My grandfather told me not to go higher 
than nickles because dimes and quarters wouldn’t work as well. I wondered why Lisa 
didn’t want to come. I would have even given her some of my pennies.
Feeling the need to be armed, I brought a broom stick with me, just in case. I 
imagined myself bravely attacking the van when I saw it, but as I began to cross 
Bingham Street, my heart dropped along with my stick and handful of coins. I froze. 
There it w as- the van parked at the comer with its motor running, waiting for me. If 
only Lisa had come. She always knew exactly what to do. I squatted behind a parked 
pick-up truck, praying that the van hadn’t seen me.
I wondered what would happen. Chrissy, a girl from up the street who could turn 
everyone’s name into a teasing tone, had told me she saw it drive right over a little boy. 
She warned me that if the van ever caught me, it would probably drag me through the 
neighborhood by my braids. Luckily, my hair was down. In math class, Tom had said 
the van came down his street and tried to swerve into him as he brought groceries up 
to the house. He told me that it probably would strangle me by my uniform tie. 
Fortunately, I had just changed into jeans and a shirt, my tie was at home. All my friends 
had had their own experiences with the van. Now it was my turn.
As the sky became my favorite crayon box color, "Cornflower Blue," I Finally peeked 
through the truck window and discovered that the van was gone. I searched the area 
over and over, but it was not there anymore. I picked up my pennies and broom stick, 
and ran home. I had made it. The blue van didn’t drag me by my hair or strangle me. 
I had escaped. Running inside, I dialed Lisa’s number, then hung up before she 
answered. Lisa wouldn’t believe me, she didn’t believe in the blue van anymore.
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In fact, no one believed in it anymore. The fear left the neighborhood as quickly as 
it arrived. By summer, no one even mentioned the blue van. The thing which had been 
the substance of so many conversations had been washed away by the rain in March 
and April.
Lisa grew tired of crushing pennies, riding bikes, and sledding. The janitor who gave out cardboard sheets died late that summer. Yet somehow, I never forgot my 
encounter with the blue van. Maybe it’s still after my braids, which have long since 
been cut. Maybe it still searches for my red school tie which I haven’t seen since I 
graduated from eighth grade. Or maybe, the blue van has moved on to other neighbor­
hoods, where it haunts the imaginations of other children, until they wake one day and 
find themselves unable to believe anymore.




Sighs shut behind him
And on the other side of the wall,
She waits.
A gleaming apple rests 
In each hand,
Slender fingers curved 
Around the globes.
She slouches,
Back against the wall.
He ventures 
Into the chamber 
Hung with tapestries,
Sees her poised, palming 
Twins-
One rubied, winking;
Its mate, blond, plump- 
He jumps to suck ravenously, 
First one hand, then the other.
And as he collapses, jaded 
By the jeweled sweetness, 




—  Tara Bubenick
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Guitar
His fingers rake my back 
strumming, strumming 
the music infinite.
Each refrain like the other,
His eyes stare through my body, 
seeing only a concrete wall.
Waiting for me to fall 
into his arms.
My head pounds with the music.
My body doesn’t move.
His breath vibrates with token words
as he palms my breasts
like an old set of bongo drums.
The music ends 
abruptly 
He leaves me 
as he found me.
Alone
in a silent room. Man
I’ve played many strings in my life 
still searching, searching...
Banjos, Guitars, Mandolins, 
are all the same to me.
I can only stare at the ceiling 
for nothing in her eyes touches me. 
It isn’t flesh under my fingers 
and her voice is only sound.
I leave her asleep 
hair spread over the pillow 
like a dying fern on a radiator. 
Soundlessly, I close the door.
I think only of tomorrow
and the wooden skin of a mandolin.
Angela Vizzoni
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Variations on Vallejo, Justice, Long, etc.etc.etc.
I will die alone in a mountain cabin in Dushore, PA 
While trying to finish Milton’s Paradise Lost 
(No one ever finishes Paradise Lost)
I will be wearing waffle-patterned long johns,
My grandfather’s cast-off, shapeless, gray sweater, and 
Two pairs of wool argyle socks in a feeble attempt 
To stave off the mind-numbing cold.
Outside and inside 
The cabin
The sub-zero wind chill normally
Would have made my teeth ache, my eyes water, my
lungs burn.
But this doesn’t happen for 
I am dead.
What’s left of my family gathers around my non-grave.
My mother is there, observing the ominous threat of snow 
In the sky above (the wind will disperse my ashes quickly). 
My brother the Spy is on a secret mission with the U.S. 
Navy
And he regrets that he cannot attend the service.
There is no one else here to mourn me~
No one with the stamina to brave the backwoods and by-
ways
Of remotest Dushore.
People will go on as usual
Sucking phlegm up into their nasal passages
Because they had run out of tissues long since.
They are consumed by a miserable awareness
Of their wracking coughs
And unfulfilled winter dreams.
I know it will be like this.
This would never have happened in the summer.
If the heat had stopped my heart
It would only have called me back again
To slate-blue skies and heat rising from asphalt.




Emma balanced herself perfectly on the high stone wall. The wall had been difficult to climb but she knew all the right places to put her feet. Her younger brother 
Arnold had taught her how to do this once. Now he was gone, but Emma still liked to 
feel the rough stones scratching against her skin. On hot sticky days she imagined that 
a group of older children were chasing her so that she only had a few seconds to reach 
the top. This always made the climb quicker and helped her feel less alone.
Last summer she had fallen for the first time. It happened about a month after Arnold 
was run over by the milk truck. She had reached the hardest part of the wall and then 
her fingers froze. The wall crumbled away and she slid to the ground with empty hands 
stretched above her. Her wrist had broken in two places.
Emma could see down into the next yard from her place on the wall. An elderly 
woman was gardening there. Emma noted that she was busy with a patch of ripe 
tomatoes. She thought that the woman’s face looked marvelous with all its wrinkles 
and funny lines. It reminded her of the road map from her father’s car. She had taken 
the map last summer and now it was stored in a small wooden box. She and Arnold 
had started the box one day when they were both home from school with colds. In 
addition to the map, the box contained six and a half dead grasshoppers, two flat bees, 
half of a (used) calligraphy set, and an assortment of colored beads. They made a 
solemn pact under the stairs to keep it a secret from everyone else. Emma couldn’t look 
in the box anymore. She hid it deep under her bed and placed a few crumpled towels 
in front of it. Sometimes at night she thought she could hear it moving. This frightened 
her and made her wish she was dead. One time she had cried loudly for hours hoping 
that someone would hear her and come to hold her. She wasn’t surprised when no one 
came.
A loud noise startled her. Emma steadied herself and listened quietly for a few 
moments, absorbing the sound. She glanced to her left and realized that the piercing 
shriek was only a garbage truck making its weekly rounds. She felt silly for being 
afraid. She was almost nine after all and was far too grown up to let little things scare 
her. She saw that the lady in the garden was finished with her tomatoes and wondered 
what she was going to do next. A thin cat strolled by the wall just then. It deposited 
itself on a rock in the shade and began to lick itself. Emma wanted to climb down and 
pat it although she knew that it wasn’t allowed. She didn’t mind, though, because she 
thought that it was responsible to follow the rules. After Arnold died she always tried 
to do this. Sometimes she felt that it was her fault that he died because she was older 
and should have taken care of him. She had yelled at him to wait before crossing the 
street but he hadn’t listened. They didn’t see the enormous white truck fly around the 
comer until it was too late. A few seconds later Arnold was still and bloody on the 
ground. His white face was the last thing she saw. After that, her parents always told
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her that they loved her but she thought that was because they didn’t know how bad she 
was.
Her mother was cutting out coupons when she came inside. Emma loved to watch 
her strong hands as they transformed them into an efficient-looking pile. Sometimes 
she would help her and then they would talk about life and the family. The only thing 
they never discussed was Arnold. She had tried many times but her mother’s face 
always looked so painstricken that now they never spoke about him at all. Her father 
was different. On the nights that her mother played cards with the ladies he would try 
to get her to tell him what was wrong. She wanted to do this but instead would ask him 
to take her out for hamburgers. She thought that it was easier that way because then 
she could pretend that everything was just as good as before. She loved her father for 
trying. She noticed that when she went to bed on those nights the box never seemed to 
move.
W hen Emma turned nine that summer she discovered that she liked boys. She still thought about Arnold a lot but tried to do other things so that it wouldn’t hurt so much. She swam at the community pool and on cooler days would play marbles with 
Tommy from next door. The two of them would sit on his driveway long after everyone 
had gone inside and would play game after game until her mother called her to come 
home. One time she didn’t answer and was pleased that her mother had to march across 
the street to drag her home. Her mother had given her a long lecture that evening but 
Emma didn’t care because it made her feel like she was almost good again.
A week later she was packed off to visit an aunt who lived on the Jersey shore. Her 
mother told her that she needed a rest and that the sea air would be good for her. Emma 
thought that the air at home was fine and that her mother was wrong to make her go. 
She hated New Jersey. The air smelled and the water was muddy. Each time they went 
there it was to visit someone that her mother knew from the old days. They would spend 
hours with people that she barely knew and this bored her. Emma was never allowed 
to listen to the grownups talk which might have been interesting and instead was sent 
outside to play with children who talked funny. Her cousin Mark spoke so quickly that 
she always had a terrible time figuring out what he said. He was older though, so she 
pretended that she understood. She remembered that Arnold had neverminded the trips. 
He always found a pile of dirt or something to play in and could spend hours amusing 
himself that way. She missed Arnold and hated her mother for making her go.
She thought back to the beginning of that visit. Her aunt was hanging laundry on a thick white line when Emma and her mother arrived. The two women hugged and 
Emma received a pat on the head. The aunt remarked about how much she had grown 
and said that there were cookies and milk waiting inside. Emma told her that she didn’t 
eat cookies anymore but that she would have the milk. When her mother drove away 
Emma watched and thought that the car seemed gray and ugly. She shivered because 
it made her feel funny to notice things like that.
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She spent the first few days wishing that she was home but then things improved. 
She began to forget that she hated New Jersey and looked forward to the shopping trips 
that she and her aunt would take each morning. They would drive into town in her 
aunt’s new white car and would always stop at the local grocery store. Her aunt would 
let her select one small item from the store and whatever she chose was hers to keep. 
She picked a pretty bar of soap the first day and then moved on to hair clips, and a 
package of lined paper. Her aunt never asked her about the items. She just paid the bill 
and consulted her about the dinner menu. It made Emma feel grown up and she loved 
that. The drives home were her favorite part of the trip. Her aunt would turn up the 
radio really loud and then the two of them would sing together. It didn’t matter if Emma 
couldn’t remember the words because her aunt’s voice was extremely loud. Emma 
mentioned this to her one time when they were putting away the groceries.
"I like the way you sing Aunt Mavis, but why do you always do it so loud?"
"Because I want to Emma. It makes me feel good. Don’t you ever do anything just 




Her aunt had looked at her then turned away. Emma wondered if she should have 
made something up.
On humid days they would stop at the beach for an hour. The water was brownish 
but they swam in it anyway. The water made her feel good. She liked to drift away 
from her aunt and pretend that she was the ruler of the ocean. She imagined that all the 
fish could speak and that she could control them with her feet. One time she turned 
over in circles for a long time until it became difficult to breathe. The spinning made 
her feel dizzy but she didn’t care because she always felt that someone would be there 
to save her.
Her mother called the next week while Emma was having breakfast. She told her 
that she was coming to take her home on Saturday and to be sure to have everything 
packed by then. Emma didn’t want to leave and told her mother this. She thought that 
her mother’s voice sounded funny and young then, almost like her own. Emma felt 
sorry for her and said that she really did want to leave but that she was just being polite 
for her aunt because her children were away at camp. Her mother said that a chicken 
was burning in the oven and that she would see her on Saturday. Emma hung up the 
phone and began to cry. Her aunt hugged her and told that it was good of her to want 
to be with her mother. Emma felt sick for a long time afterwards and didn’t know why.
She returned home and noticed that something had changed. Arnold’s room was empty. While she was at the shore her mother had taken all of his things away and 
now the room was completely bare. This surprised her because her mother had always 
wanted to keep his things just as they were. His books and toys were dusted each week 
and she was never allowed in the room unless they had company. Then she would be
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expected to sleep in the hard little bed so that a cousin or someone could have her room. 
She loved being in there. It made her feel like Arnold was still alive and that he had 
only gone to the bathroom. Sometimes at night when everyone was sleeping she would 
go through his drawers to see if anything had changed. Her mother caught her at this 
once and screamed for a long time. Emma thought that her mother was silly because 
she always put everything back. She hated her mother for changing the room and 
Arnold for not being there to stop her.
Emma ran outside into the garden and walked around for a long time. She inspected 
the yard carefully to see if anything else had changed and tried hard not to think of 
Arnold’s room. Her feet began to hurt after awhile so she collapsed on the ground to 
rest under an elm tree. She noticed a small pile of dirt next to her. She thought that the 
dirt looked beautiful somehow, even though it was just dirt. She sifted the soft earth 
through her fingers until her hands were dusty and brown. She became aware of an 
army of ants who were marching around her carrying small pieces of bread. She 
realized that the hill had been their home and was sorry that she had destroyed it. She 
thought that Arnold would have known better.
Emma closed her eyes and let the sun warm her skin. The air smelled like day old 
roses and she breathed it in deeply. Her mother called her to come inside but she 
pretended that she didn’t hear her. She remained on the ground for a few moments and 
then decided that she was thirsty and needed a drink of water. She rose from the ground 
and wiped her fingers on the tree. She began to walk back towards the house but paused 
for a moment as she approached the stone wall. It struck her that something was 
different about it. It looked smaller somehow. For the first time she didn’t feel like 
climbing it. She saw Tommy from next door and remembered that she wanted to tell 
him about New Jersey. She glanced at the stones again and then went inside to tell her 
mother where she was going.
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The Beast in the Drawing Room
May, in April, comes to him.
With light hand, she secures the heaviness of the velvet curtain 
to reveal the sun, 
filtered in dust 
dusted in maroon.
She moves backward into light 
pinking the edges into yellow flounces, 
stops.
And lowers her head to move into shadow.
At the mantle,
she arranges the Dresden shepherdess, 
who turns up her nose in ceramic contentment 
eyes gazing at the divine image of herself, 
overshadowed by a man trapped in glass.
She smiles seriously at him through the mirror above, 
which barely catches the answering twitch 
rubbing at the corner 
of his mouth.
Her hands
settle upon a perfect French clock which she pauses to wind 
with a small brass key, produced from her sleeve.
But then her fingertips reaching for fingertips
encounter glass,
and fall placidly to her side.
But he loses the movement in contemplating the garnet on her hand, 
How the light glances off each facet,
How the color changes as it slides between light and shadow,
How it perfectly captures the essence of his soul 
the divine meaning often sought but still distant 
to why he sits upon velvet and merely produces sound.
He reclines, fingers meeting at the bridge of his nose 
barely looking, but horribly aware as she rustles.
He sees her as ivory, a painted Madonna, precious and pure 
smooth and unyielding to touch or entreaty.
Yet, she feels her pulse creep and her skin grow damp or suddenly dry.
She sees blue veins, lines and callouses,
A rash speckles the moist spot beneath the ring on her right hand, 
the hand that rubs the corresponding spot on her left.
The garnet winks out.
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He watches unsure, but not entirely disinterested
Trying to locate the tacit message in her manner and movement
Hoping to receive the message in her eyes
the message in her tone and words.
It seems absurd in this upholstered room of lazy drapes and frilly doilies,
among the bibolets and trinkets on the end table
beneath the weight of ponderous books,
the wisdom of the ages, upright and uncut,
before the wax fruit untouched save for dust and feathery caress.
He seeks to inquire but knows not yet the method of inquiry.
She seeks to enlighten, but enlightenment escapes with the sunlight,
So she stands, while he waits for dawning, 
slicing a peach with a pen knife into precise portions.
In the fall of the curtain, she is gone.
—  Lindamarie Sands
'Clay" —  Alexander Terenchin
Night Rituals
I. 4 a.m. Flatware
Smeared white and camphor over her face.
"Touching shadows in the dark," she asks, "is like what?"
Like waiting by moonlight in a quiet house;
Like 4 a.m. Christmas, emptying a stocking onto the dining room table all alone;
Like stepping off the bus at dawn at a rest stop not yet lit by the coming day.
Like light from light.
It’s like talking on the CB — 5 hours from home — to truck drivers who 
sound like Merle Haggard but look like Joe-Grab-A-Sandwich.
"It’s like kissing someone whom you no longer love," she says.
Oh.
II. Power Plant
Penitent and watchful she walks, and the sounds above her
Electrify the air — sounds of distant coversation coming from
Inside the fence where the power plant lives and hums its contentment with the
World,contentment with all that is seen,
Whispering of its power and giving light to the world.
Remember last fall when the sky went sickly gray — darkly coated around the horizon
— and the winds were confused and frustrated?
Last fall when all the lights went out, the power plant fell silent, 
as if it had run out of conversation — no longer happy with the topic.
It fell silent like when she shut off the light in the bathroom 
and stared at herself in the dark-long and long.
And there were the trucks that came — lots of trucks — with yellow lights on top.
And they went in to where the plant lived — but no longer hummed its contentment
— inside that fence to repair the rift in the conversation
— to pick up the loose ends of the conversation.
Always before so thoughtful and content. Hmmmmmmm.
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And she sat drinking her wine by candlelight, in the soft and quiet candlelight.
And they read verses to each other by candlelight, ’cause there was no conversation. 
(She never heard a candle flicker, except inside her head.)
And it was like touching shadows in the dark.
III. The Flatman Cometh.
When it is dark and I can’t sleep, sometimes 
I hear noises.
Noises inside my head, like
Down the hall whisperings of familiar faces.
(I know I’m ok on this.)
A rustle like leaves- 
They look up and fall 
Silent, smiling at my approach,
Wearing "No we weren’t just talking about you,"
Smiles upon their faces.
"You cannot separate your spirit from your body no matter how hard you try,"
I tell them. "It just comes naturally when you least expect it.”
And they agree smiling "I can't believe you just said that"
Smiles upon their faces.
We have a "Waiting for you to leave" conversation. I know this, so 
I tell them all about my day —
A day of walking down corridors to greet
Familiar faces with "No we weren’t just talking about you"
Smiles upon their faces, and how I’m ok with that.
And they agree.
And it is night and I can’t sleep — can’t separate 
My spirit from my body no matter how hard I try.
But I’m ok with that.
— Valerie J. Lawfer
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Conversations at the Front of the Bus
Tom McCarthy_______________________________________________________________
Scuse me...Mind if I s it here?...Aw, thank you...Do me a favor?...Let me know when you see the driver cornin’...Thank you again.
Y’know my daddy used to tell me stories ’bout when we wasn’t allowed to sit up front with white folks. Yeah, my daddy, he marched with Martin Luther King back 
in the sixties. Marched right up to Washington, D.C. Used to tell me all about it ’fore 
he died. He’d shout, "I have a dream!" He knew that whole speech by heart. Didn’t 
speak nothin’ like Dr. King, though. "I have a dream"...humph! Dreams don’t mean 
shit, do they?
I got a dream too, y’know. Yeah, my dream is to find a place where my babies can 
sleep. Ain’t nobody gonna march to Washington for my dream ’though. Ain’t nobody 
gonna listen to a poor, black woman, even now. ’Specially one without a home or 
husband. Oh, I had ’em both once. Man to take care of me. Warm place to sleep. He 
left me when I got pregnant with Rasheed here. He’s my youngest, my baby. I kept the 
apartment for a little while ’cause I got me a job over at the A-Plus Maintenance 
Company cleanin’ department stores. Then they told me I couldn’t bring my kids to 
work no more. Damn, I wasn’t but a few weeks late with the rent when the landlord 
kicked us out! We been stayin’ over at St. Andrews some nights. Either there or on the 
streets. But the streets ain’t no place to raise children. I know that! The bastard tore 
down our building and built hisself one of them "nouvelle cuisine" places. Damn, I 
couldn’t even afford to use the bathroom in that place. It ain’t all bad though. Sometimes 
the customers give me change, and Julie, she give me food sometimes. She’s my friend. 
I seen that landlord motherfucker down there once. Didn’t even recognize me, least he 
pretend he didn’t.
Yeah, I gotta beg for money sometimes. I hate it, but I gotta. It’s hard, and people 
treat you like some kinda junkie or somethin’. I don’t like bringin’ these two with me, 
but I gotta. I hate ’em to see me like this, but where else am I gonna put ’em? Ain’t got 
no day care. Shit, day care! So, yeah, I bring my babies with me. They’re usually good, 
too. ’Specially Seliyah here. Ain’t that right, honey? Ain’t you a good girl? It’s gettin’ 
too cold to bring ’em with me now. Rasheed got hisself a cold, poor baby.
They take good care of us down at the shelter, but that ain’t no place to raise children, 
neither. I gotta get a place of my own. That’s my dream...a bathtub, kitchen fulla food, 
all I want. Like my sister. She got a place down in Atlanta. That’s where Dr. King was 
from, y’know. She doin’ all right. Got herself a job and a good man, too. They say I 
can stay with them ’til I can get back on my feet. I don’t wanna be no burden on anybody 
though, ’specially with these two. Last time I heard from her, she was havin’ a baby 
of her own. I ’spect she had it by now. I ain’t heard from her in a while. I got me close
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to fifteen dollars hidden ’way someplace safe. I been savin’ a little at a time so we can 
get to Atlanta. Bus cost almost forty-five, though. That take a long time to save 
’specially when I gotta feed us all.
I want you to understand, I ain’t lookin’ for your pity or nothin’. I just need a little 
bit more so I can get to Atlanta. Once I get there, I get a job and pretty soon, I get an 
apartment of my own just like my sister. Like I said, I ain’t got enough for the bus just 
yet. Whatever you can spare, y’know. Anything. I ’predate it. I mean, you got nice 
clothes, smell good. Bet you got a nice home to go to. You got kids? Bet they’re nice, 
too. You living’ that American dream, ain’t you? I wanna get my dream, too.
W hat?...Just talkin’ to this nice person here...Naw, I ain’t ridin’ the bus...Just let me finish what I was sayin’...Damn, I told you to let me know when he was cornin’!...All right, I’m goin’, I’m goin’...Damn!...Just let me...Get your damn’ hands 
offa me!...Fuck you, I can’t help the way I smell...Least I don’t sit on my ass all day 
drivin’ no fucking bus!...Yeah, I’m goin’. Ain’t nobody give a shit ’bout my dream, 
anyway.
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—  Virma Ugras
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Karfas, Chios.
And all was calm along the blue.
The unhurried water sculpting the red rock, 
caressing my toes and thoughts.
*Tsesmes , near in the horizon, 
sharing the same.
Through the rising-setting-sun 
the infinite stars and lighted moon, 
the sea mountains and sky 
around me -
I think. And feel. And breathe.
It tingles with life.
I shiver with the warmth of the sun, 
the ripples of the blue, the moon and stars. 
Alone, but surrounded, with the world, 
by the universe.
A string of fish-laden boats fades.
So many times I’ve gone and left - 
but forever on the rock I am 
with the calm dancing blue, 
and a small pensive crab.
—  Maria Malekos




I dreamed last night, for the first time in weeks; 
dreamt I was leading a funeral procession, 
a long line of mournful cars following me.
I was the head of the snake; the countless ribs and vertebrae slithering behind 
followed my endless sine wave through the city.
tickertape fell on us, or ash perhaps, 
a bomb exploded and I woke up.
2.
The window, looking out the window-
power lines slash the sky into parallel rectangles;
children’s ugly crayon marks nailed to
crucifix telephone poles
beyond that, the sickle-trees
struggle to cover up the obscenity
of the bloated blue watertower
screaming upwards.




no one here dreams anymore, 
silent surveillance backs up my thesis.
I looked at them today;
tallied them like a textbook equation.
an old woman with tagalong children
plus a teenager at a gas station wearing an Escher shirt
plus people at a supermarket with folded faces
plus an unshaven man in a white business suit...
it’s obvious.
dreams are ravenous things; if you can’t feed them
they will leave you
rubbing up against the banister
as they glide down the staircase
to prowl in your backyard
and howl at the moon.
the streets here are filled with strays.
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4 .
"Wake up," she said, snapping up the blind.
"Wake up," repeated, again, ditto, 
to rouse me,
she gently slapped my face- 
it shattered, like cold porcelain.
5.
I’m awake now, late afternoon haze 
and a funeral procession drifts by 
underneath the magic marker powerlines 
and I understand that they mourn the death of the dreams 
of the world-
their headlights blazing thru the daylight.
— Jeremy P. Bushnell




The moon cast distorted shadows of trees on the wall. To Alan, they weren’t shadows at all, rather black ghosts, hovering over him, and reminding him that he 
was alone.
It had been three months and four days since Paul had died, but Alan could feel him 
in everything he touched. He saw him in the closet, in the clothes that remained on 
hangers, neatly pressed. He smelled him in the bedclothes he had refused to remove 
since the day of Paul’s death. What haunted Alan the most was that every time he 
looked in the mirror, he saw not his own face, but Paul’s.
Nights were the hardest. He had shared his bedroom with Paul for their entire sixteen 
years and could not adjust to sleeping without him. He remembered the nights he’d 
spent talking to Paul until the early hours of the morning. At times, he still spoke to 
Paul at night. He was certain that Paul could hear him.
Alan had been prescribed Valium by the psychiatrist his family had consulted after 
Paul died. The psychiatrist had originally prescribed Xanax, but Alan had refused to 
take them since they were the pills that Paul had used to commit suicide. Alan was 
grateful for the Valium and for the sleep which they induced. His dreams provided him 
with a temporary escape from the nightmare of reality. Paul was gone, and Alan might 
as well have gone with him.
Paul had been a handsome boy. His short, blonde hair rested gently on his powdered forehead as he lay in the casket. His dead, green eyes were concealed by glued 
eyelids. He was identical to Alan.
The casket was beautiful, or so everyone said. It was solid oak with a white, satin 
lining. A gold plate engraved with Paul’s name adorned the inside of the coffin’s lid. 
"Not that it matters," thought Alan. "It’s not like anyone’s gonna look in there."
On the night of the viewing, Alan had hated Paul. He had resented him for taking 
his own life and leaving Alan behind, feeling like he had been cut in half. Their mother 
had cried a lot that night, and the sounds of her sobs still echoed in Alan’s head. He 
did not sympathize with her, though. In fact, he resented her, because she and his father 
had each other to lean on . Alan, on the other hand, had no-one. His only sibling had 
chosen to remove himself from the world, and, in doing so, had deserted him.
The circumstances surrounding Paul’s suicide were vague. Paul’s failing grades in his junior year of high school would have forced him to repeat the year. That, it 
was suggested, was at least part of the reason. Because Paul had always been a fair 
student, his parents had accepted it as the reason. Alan knew that his brother had been
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too strong for that, however, and refused to resign himself to that explanation. He could 
not stop wishing that Paul would have talked to him about what had been on his mind. 
He ached to know why Paul had left him, and was sickened by the thought that he 
would probably never know."Damn it, Paul! Why didn’t you talk to me? Why didn’t 
you even leave a note?" Alan, once again, cried through the night.
The morning sun shone brightly through the Venetian blinds, and formed a pattern of bars on the same wall that the shadow ghosts had inhabited on the previous 
night. Alan groaned at the thought of waking, having fallen asleep only an hour before. 
He forced himself to go through the motions of getting ready for school, even though 
he knew that he would not be attending. It was two weeks into the new school year, 
and he wondered if his parents had any idea that he had been spending his days with 
Paul.
Alan was dressed in a pair of jeans, a red polo shirt, and the white wind-breaker that 
Paul had given to him as a Christmas gift the year before. On his way to the cemetery, 
Alan dumped his books in a trash can.
The cemetery was usually empty on weekdays. Occasionally, Alan would notice an 
elderly person at a grave and assumed that they were probably visiting a spouse. Paul’s 
grave was located atop a hill at the end of a long, cobblestone path. The trees on either 
side of the path formed an arch overhead, and despite his reason for being there, Alan 
thought the cemetery beautiful and serene.
As Alan approached his brother’s grave, he felt a sudden warmth inside. Being here with Paul was comforting. He finally had someone to talk to. He took off his 
wind-breaker and laid it next to Paul’s tombstone. He sat down slowly, plucked a blade 
of grass from the ground in front of him, and tried to remember the number of times 
he had been there since the funeral on June 16th. Recognizing the attempt as futile, he 
recited the inscription on the gravestone. "PAUL JAMES ELDON - SEPTEMBER 18, 
1970 - JUNE 14, 1987 - BELOVED SON AND BROTHER - HE WILL LIVE IN 
OUR HEARTS FOREVER"
Alan had cried when he first read the words on the tombstone. He’d cried every time 
since then as well. Tears streamed down his face on this particular day, but he didn’t 
wipe them off. Their heat felt good against his skin, which had been chilled by the cool 
September breeze.
"Happy birthday, Paul...I didn’t bring you any flowers because I didn’t want Mom 
and Dad to know I was coming here. They think I’m at school, as usual." Alan looked 
down at the blade of grass in his hand. As he twisted it around his finger, warm drops 
of salty water fell onto his hand.
"I don’t know if you have any idea how hard today is for me. For sixteen years, you 
were my twin. My birthdays were never my own. I hated that when we were kids. I 
wanted the attention all to myself. It was kinda neat after a while, though. I felt like we
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were a team, like we shared things that no one else could be a part of. I guess it was 
that ‘twin magic’ as you called it."
Alan paused for a few moments, and looked toward the sky. He wondered if Paul 
could see him. His tears had stopped, and only dry trails remained on his face."Mom 
and Dad are probably coming to see you this afternoon. I heard them talking about it 
yesterday. They’re not sure if they should celebrate our birthday today and come here 
tomorrow, or if they should do it all today. I think they’re worried about how I’d feel. 
Actually, I don’t really care. I don’t consider today my birthday without you here."
Alan snapped the blade of grass in half and let the pieces fall to the ground. He 
reached into the right pocket of his jacket, and pulled out a bottle of Valium. He 
chuckled softly to himself. "Yeah, I’m still taking these things. Who would’ve thought 
that I needed a sedative at sixteen...oh, I forgot, seventeen. See, I told you I can’t think 
of today as my birthday."
Alan fondled the bottle.
"Did you feel like this when you took those pills?...empty and alone, like no one in 
the world understood what you were going through?"
Alan hurled the bottle against the tombstones. It made a cracking sound, but 
remained intact. "I wish you could tell me where you got them. I think that drives me 
crazier than anything else. Every day, I wonder if you got them from someone at school, 
or if you stole them, or however the hell else you might have gotten them!"
Alan leaned forward, retrieved the bottle from the ground, and placed them back in 
his jacket pocket."I miss you so much, Paul. I try so hard not to hate you. I want to 
remember you fondly, but sometimes I get so angry that I feel like I ’m going to explode. 
In the past whenever I felt this way, I ’d talk to you, and I’d feel better. There’s no outlet 
now, ya’know? I feel the anger build and build inside of me until I feel like beating 
someone! But I can’t get that kind of satisfaction, so instead, I end up crying myself to 
sleep."
Alan began to cry again, only this time, the tears burned. "I just want to know when 
the pain stops, Paul. Did it stop for you, or are you in heaven looking down on us, 
regretting what you did?...You are in heaven, aren’t you?"
Alan glanced up, as if he were waiting for a sign that Paul was up there. With a sigh, 
he lowered his eyes to his hands. After a long silence, he spoke, "I’ve gotta get home, 
but I’ll see you again soon." Alan touched Paul’s name on the tombstone with his 
fingertips before he turned and walked away.
Alan returned to the cemetery only once after that day.
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Meeting Baudelaire
The moon is talking
With its raspy voice
We stare deep into its eyes
We take it full in our mouths
Minty-melon-colored slivers
Dissolving on our tongue
A first holy communion of sorts
Sacred, mixing, melding
Pools of dew gathering, whispering
At our fingertips
We can feel the air thinking about us. 
It is wrong about us.
So we stop
breathing.
—  Tara Bubenick
Fear of Flying
She is alone by the gate, chewing her lip
as an uncertain wind blows her skirts around her —
she is bored with yesterday and afraid of tomorrow.
Her countenance is placid, but not with peace —
it is the face of stark reality
and the understanding that if one will not go back
and cannot go forward, life will be short and bitter.
The wind gently lifts a ringlet near her temple 
but she pins it back into place, annoyed 
that it can fly, if only for a moment, and she cannot. 
The glistening new world is within her reach, but 
she cannot bring herself to extend her hand 
and catch it — rather, she slowly twists and 
fetters the only part of her that can.
—  Jennifer Josack
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"Revolution" —  David P. McShane
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Crimson Sky
The Darkness of a February storm 
encloses the earth in a crimson cloud.
An Autumn leaf wilts and dies, 
a black cat crosses the sea, 
arching its back and hissing, 
red eyes glowing in the 
Crimson fog
The undercurrent of the Universe 
grows from a soft hum 
to the growl of an 
electric guitar.
The Universe folds itself in half.
A white Teddy Bear comes to life
with a golden ring chained about his neck, 
and my soul becomes a spiritual 
junkyard sacrificed in the 
quest to save the harbor filled with tea. 
Crazed by the reduction of humanity 
to numbers, a student stabs his 
professor sixty-eight times 
Chanting the song of the Great Guitar.
James Dean is the Messiah, 
he grants us a new lease on our souls.
A clock ticks in my ear.
He lays upon my bed 
playing with Tarot Cards 
while the library dances Nero's jig 
to the great electric guitar.
The earth spins;
The crimson sky is 
actually Kool Aid 
dripping onto the ceiling.
An Autumn leaf falls 
through the brilliant darkness 
of a February storm.
The fate of man lays upon
the finger board of the electric guitar
Voices intrude upon my sweating mind 
and my bleeding fingers nourish 
The Crimson Sky




His thoughts still lined the bottom of her closet. The sheets were delicate and faded.Some pieces had become so brittle that she had taped them together so that they 
wouldn’t crumble in her hands. The letters had begun appearing over thirty years 
before. Her husband Harry had been stationed in Korea during the war and the letters 
had been the only way he could contact her. She remembered running outside to greet 
the postman each morning. She thought that she didn’t run anywhere anymore. When 
he came home, he had continued to write her if he had special thoughts that he wanted 
to share. She thought that there must be over twenty thousand words on the sheets. She 
had wanted to count them once because she thought that if she could account for the 
amount of times that his pen had touched the paper that it might somehow bring him 
back; or at least bring him closer.
It was winter. A steady stream of cold faces stared past her as she walked into town. 
Molly used to count them as they passed, but now she moved quickly, concentrating 
on the task at hand. She looked older than she was. It was something about her eyes. 
A man selling flowers on the street comer had told her this once. He said that her face 
was beautiful but that her eyes were fading. He said that she looked like a lady who 
had suffered a lot and that she needed to let go before she died like the flowers at the 
bottom of his stand. He had then pressed a pale rose into her hand and turned away.
The wind slapped her cheeks as she walked. She enjoyed the sensation because it 
reminded her that she was alive. She noticed a small child on the back of his mothers 
bicycle and wondered if the woman realized how dangerous it was to have a child there. 
She thought that she would never have placed her own children in such danger. They 
were grown now though, and living on the east coast. Peter, the oldest, was a dentist. 
His wife and car had names that rhymed: Rhonda and Honda. She wondered if this had 
been done on purpose. They came to visit every Christmas and usually left behind a 
year’s supply of dental floss. She thought that her teeth had never felt better.
Molly loved Peter but she knew that she had failed him in some way. As a child, he 
had been nervous and shy, so they had forced him to attend a special school. He had 
been frightened and had begged to stay home with her, but she told him that he was 
her little soldier and must always try to be brave. Sara, her daughter, was entirely 
different from Peter. At times she could hardly believe that they were related. Sara was 
more like her, strong on the surface but fragile on the inside. She missed Sara terribly. 
They had been close for years, but now that Sara was married and miles away, it was 
difficult to keep up the relationship. She thought that relationships, and people, were 
too complicated.
A man dressed in green caught her attention just then. She was waiting for the light 
to change and he had crossed against it and was now the object of much beeping and 
hollering. He didn’t appear to notice the commotion he was causing. His long, white
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hair was tied in a loose ponytail. It wasn’t the hair that caused her to stare at him, it 
was his expression. She couldn’t tell if he was lost in his own world or just plain drunk. 
She thought he reminded her of Harry. Her thoughts drifted back to one of his earliest 
letters. He had been a young man at the time, proud to be fighting for his country.
"It’s cold, Molly," he had written. "I’m freezing. I hope that it will be over soon. 
We’re all praying here. I saw a box of American chocolates today and they reminded 
me of you. Do you remember last summer in the back of the house? I know that we’re 
doing the right thing. Each day is different. I’m seeing things with new eyes."
She had been numb for a whole year after his death. The children thought she was 
handling it splendidly. Peter brought a new water-pik when he came to visit, and Sara 
had flown home early because she thought that her mother didn’t need her anymore. 
She laughed when she remembered the pillows that she had thrown away. The pillows 
had been a wedding gift from his mother. They were lined with silk and had yellow 
circles filled with "Harry loves Molly" on the front. The children had thought that it 
was good of her to keep his things around in case they wanted them one day.
The man in green was standing in front of her now. His face was so close to her 
own that she could see the wrinkles around his nose. He was smiling and nodding. She 
thought he looked mad. The light changed again but she didn’t notice. He stood still 
for a few moments, facing her, and then was he was gone. She wondered what had 
been wrong with him.
The hospital hallway was filled with uniforms when she entered. She presented her identification card to the man at the desk and waited while he brought up her 
number on the computer. She noticed that his fingers were manicured and that his 
wrist-watch had stopped. He kept glancing at her, sideways, as if he were trying to 
make up his mind about something. She hoped that he would hurry her along soon. It 
was like this every month. Each time there would be a new person at the desk and each 
time they would make here wait as they checked her credentials. The man motioned 
for her to pass through the gates. She thanked him and began the long climb up to the 
seventh floor. She could have used one of the elevators but she was wary of confined 
spaces.
She was breathing heavily when she entered the floor. A young nurse was there, 
wheeling around a red cart filled with vials of pills. There were so many colors and 
combinations that Molly wondered how the woman managed to keep them all sepa­
rated. She remembered that Harry had never let anyone give him his medicine before 
he had personally checked over each pill. He had written to her from the hospital about 
a shocking incident. One evening, the nurse on duty had been carrying a tray of pills. 
She had tripped as she entered his room and the paper cups filled with medicine had 
crashed to the floor. The pills scattered across the room but the nurse had calmly picked 
them up and began administering them to the patients. Harry had had a fit. He later 
wrote:
"The world is crazy Molly. What am I doing here? What is it all about? I’m losing 
my faith, my love. It’s madness...all of it. I saw a cat outside my window this morning.
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It looked so free that I wanted to wring its neck with my bare hands. I wanted to choke 
something Molly and that frightens me. What the hell is wrong with me? Help me find 
something Molly. Create me again..."
He told her later that he wondered if the incident had anything to do with the 
unexplained death of the man in bed nine. They never found out.
Molly checked her reflection in the hall mirror before she entered the room. She 
thought that she looked tired and that she had aged considerably since Harry’s death. 
It had happened over four years ago but it still felt like it was only yesterday since he 
had stopped waiting for her on the floor below. Her best friend Nina said that her sense 
of self was thrown, because, after all, her husband was dead, her children were grown 
and she had few interests besides the hospital. Nina didn’t think that was healthy. Molly 
didn’t care about healthy.
She knocked lightly on the door before entering. A small voice cried, "Come in!”
Molly opened the door, slowly, and noticed that the room was unusually bright and 
that some additions had been made to the wall. There were several photographs taped 
together so that they appeared to be one picture. There were also six or seven water 
colors hung strategically to hide the large crack in the center of the wall.
There were three other people in the room besides Laura, the woman she was 
visiting. Laura was twenty-six and had been in the hospital for over five years. Molly 
smiled at the other women who were sitting around gazing at one another. She thought 
that Laura looked healthy. Last month there had been an incident because she had 
refused an injection from a nurse. Molly thought that Laura was like Harry in many 
ways. Both of them were stubborn and felt that they didn’t belong there. This is part 
of the reason why she had wanted to continue seeing here after Harry was gone. She 
reached over the bed and gently took her hand. "Are those your photographs, Laura?" 
she asked. "They’re very beautiful."
"I know. Dr. Wallace left them for me last week. He said that I should have them 
because I told him that happy pictures make me feel good. I like the one of the birds 
especially. Which ones do you like?"
"I like all of them, Laura. How do you feel today? Are the new pills helping at all?"
"I think so. I’m not as depressed lately. They say that I might be leaving soon. I don’t 
want to hurt myself most of the time and I’d like to start working as soon as possible. 
What do you think, Molly?"
"I think it’s wonderful that you feel better. Tell me, who did those water colors?"
"I might find a job in a supermarket. Or maybe at the Bradlees. I could be a check 
out girl, you know."
"That’s nice, Laura. Say, did you know that there’s going to be an exhibit of flower 
paintings at the museum next week? Maybe next time I’ll bring you some photos if 
they’re not too expensive. I think you’d like that."
"Molly, am I ever going to get better?"
"I have to go now Laura, but yes, I think you will be well soon. Keep smiling OK?"
"I lied about the birds, Molly. I really hate them."
Molly hugged her before she left. Laura’s body felt frail. She assumed that Laura 
had been gossiping with the women and that that, along with the medicine, had made
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her believe that it could happen for her. She knew that Harry had sometimes felt that 
he would improve. He always asked her to bring the newspaper when she came to visit 
so that he could spend his afternoons circling entries in the help wanted section. He 
had spent the last week of his life reading only the comics. At the time, she had only 
hoped that he was feeling better. He seemed happier than he had been in months. It 
made her feel good to see him that way. His death had come as a surprise. The doctors 
said that he had died from a brain hemorrhage. A few forms later, he was gone. She 
had had to sign some papers. It had been very neat and official and had only taken a 
few minutes. She remembered, in particular, the "cause of death" section. There had 
been hundreds of words on the page. But she remembered, in particular, noticing the 
startling contrast between the white of the paper and the ink. The light and dark fused 
to create nothing, and she thought that was all she had now. Except of course, for the 
letters.
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Haiku of Life’s Chain
The roots of grass can­
not be seen, yet they form the 
basis of life’s chain.
Trees float tall above 
the earth. Their roots chain beneath 
the dirt. Heaven’s stair.
Leaves, fallen angels, 
spin to earth, only to be 
reborn, heaven’s tree.
Food chains heaven’s way 
of balance. Strong grows stronger 
for survival’s goal.
Man’s strength, mother’s son, 
her favorite, spoilt, and spoils 
soil which stunts growth.
A rose growing through 
the sidewalk, stunted but still 
natural in form.
Nature covered 
in concrete, hidden life. 
Worms feed beneath death.
Dying in cities 
man divided from Mother 
Earth, dirt high and low.
High clouds silver in­
side. It’s no Metaphore , but 
dull grey from ashes.
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Rain falls, in which ash 
is contained, feeding the 
thirst of parched earth.
We cannot drink rain, 
nectar of the sky- tears of 
a sad world weeping.
Fallen teardrops on 
a rose, flower bends quickly 
now, beneath man’s weight.
Tree feet, firm in the 
earth, man’s weight can be lifted 
through growth and change.
Filling the air,
sifting the dirt from the sky, 
tree leaves breathing deep.
Insects on the leaves 
minuscule bugs helping trees 
exploding aphids.
Small caterpiller 
In your cocoon struggling 
so desperately
Pupil of Earth
letting in light, the sun’s rays 
dead zones can be seen.
—  Walter Elliott
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None is a Three-Letter Word
Amy Welsh_________________________________________________
The early evening light slanted across the narrow convent cell. A quick glance at the calendar revealed that it was May 4th, 1951. Sister Mary Innocence gritted her 
teeth. Another day was over, but a whole month of school was yet to be endured. After 
that, then what? Eternal boredom, she supposed.
She sighed. Perhaps she had been just a little harsh on those kids today. But little 
runny-nosed Susie had been whining all day, and it was so ungodly hot. Ungodly. That 
was probably not the right adjective, she thought with mock piety.
The events of the day flashed through her mind like a film on rewind. She didn’t have to break that pointer over poor Bridget’s head. And she didn’t really have to 
tell her first-graders that if they didn’t quiet down after recess they would all contract 
polio and have to wear arm braces for the rest of their lives.
Her announcement had quite an effect for she had hung up a picture of a woman 
with polio on the bulletin board earlier that week. Mother Superior had asked her to 
hang it up in the hopes that the kids would donate their milk money towards polio 
research. Many of the children probably would sacrifice their nickels and dimes. What 
greater incentive than to save one’s soul from eternal damnation?
Catholic guilt was a terrible thing, whether you were six or sixty. Sister Mary should 
know, after all. The very reason she’d joined the convent had to do with guilt.
Her family was poor and lived on a small farm in Iowa. There wasn’t much to do other than go to the church socials or neck in the com fields with Bobby Farell. 
Mary closed her eyes and remembered.
She used to sneak out of her house late at night, fueled by restless energy. She enjoyed 
the immense freedom of being alone under the light of the moon, with only a warm 
breeze and her own thoughts to keep her company. That was how she met Bobby. He 
also had trouble sleeping nights. Soon they had picked out a favorite meeting place in 
the fields. It was here that Mary took her first burning drag from a Lucky Strike and 
received her first kiss. They both learned what it meant to be young and alive and 
together. She loved how the sweet smell of ripe com mingled with the sounds of their 
delight in the warm summer breeze.
Every night as dusk drew near Mary felt the blood quicken in her veins and an almost 
imperceptible grin spread slowly across her face. She knew that in just a few, short 
hours she would be with him. Her nervous excitement wasn’t as imperceptible as she 
thought, however. One night, her father decided to follow her. All he had to see was
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the blanket spread out under the sky, and the half-empty bottle of Jack Daniels nearby, 
and then he saw what his little girl and Bobby were doing.
The news of Mary’s exploits traveled fast in the small town. Catholics were rare in Iowa and always viewed with suspicion by the predominately fundamentalist 
townspeople. They hurled the words "trollop" and "harlot" at her whenever she 
ventured onto Main Street. Poor fifteen-year-old Mary had to look up these words in 
the big dictionary in the kitchen. Her cheeks burned with indignation when she 
understood what was being said about her. Was having a good time so wrong? she 
wondered
All hell broke loose at home. Her parents figured that she was some kind of "kept" 
woman. What were they to do, as good, Catholic, God-fearing parents? Why, send her 
to the convent school of course. There she could repent, and "get herself some useful 
education," they said. Her parents weren’t exactly intellectual.
Mary didn’t argue about being sent to the convent school. Maybe she really was evil. 
Maybe she should repent. But why didn’t she feel any remorse? That will come later, 
she thought. She was still waiting to feel that remorse even after the nuns convinced 
her to become a postulate. Even during her novitiate, she wasn’t overly enthused about 
taking the long road to heaven.
Sister Mary had wild fantasies about escape. She thought of stealing money from the poor box in order to save up for a bus ticket out of town. Maybe she could make it 
to a Boston Red Sox game. Wouldn’t that be something?
If not, maybe she could just go uptown to that seafood restaurant she had seen 
advertised on a billboard when she had first arrived in Des Moines. She heard that the 
walls were decorated with fish nets, and fake plastic crabs. Her mouth watered at the 
thought of being able to taste strange, exciting foods such as a lobster drenched in 
butter. The convent bill-of-fare offered little more than baked potatoes and lots of com. 
Creamed com, corn-on-the-cob, com cereal, com casserole, com soup. The terrible 
monotony of it all frightened her. Soon she would wake up to find that she had turned 
into a walking cornstalk.
Most of all, she wanted some small vanities, some indication that she was more than 
a neutered mass, hidden beneath a black dress and white veil. She wanted to grow her 
hair long again, she wanted a chance encounter with a stranger on a back stairway...
Mary forced herself to stop thinking as she sensed someone watching her. She looked up and met the frowning gaze of the Mary-Mother-of-God statue that 
adorned her small wooden dresser. "What are you looking at?" she shouted irrationally. 
With one quick motion, she grabbed the rubber ball she had confiscated from Johnny 
Wilcox that day. She aimed at the statue, missed, and felt foolish.
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As she dug deeper into the pocket of her habit, she fished out a Bugs Bunny figurine, and an incredibly dirty stuffed animal. Tomorrow she would return them to their 
owners, she decided. Now it was time for Vespers. "There would be no impure 
thoughts," she vowed, at least not for the next half hour.
"None is a three-letter word," she sighed as she went through the motions of her life.
"Georgetown Steps"— T.J. Curry
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The Last Battle?
The armaments of war have yet to burst,
Or march across the stormy seas of time.
Of victory for country, they do thirst,
Much like the palate craves a well-aged wine. 
On fields of glory, men would force themselves 
To suffer war’s most harsh, unpleasant pain. 
They fight for freedom, long for nothing else, 
Except the pride that comes from heroes’ fame. 
And with the battle over, nothing said,
About the horrors these brave men have seen. 
Some wonder who is left to mourn the dead,
Or if this battle might have been in vain.
Yet, history will question all the more:
Could this have been truly a civil war?
—  Pasquale Ciocco




Come swift sweet babe of ancient Grecian lore!
Thy spirit’s aid I needs invoke to song.
I pray thee hatch from out thine antique doors 
And in this dying soul that dearly longs 
To ease its blighted state in darkness fall’n 
Alight! Alight! let pause thy winged flight 
Aphrodite's shining imp of rapturous delight.
Come Sounds in verse of mystic alchemy 
And rear each word and syllable to gold 
That by a forceful joining harmony 
May sweet Eros' spirit here unfold 
Within this tale so hallow'd and so old.
Ye pagan gods scarce present seen or heard 
Arise and lend thy pleasing pipes to shape these words
Oh Eros sing of Arethusa bright
Who in the forests made her joyous rounds,
The huntress boldly pois’d in gallant flight 
Throughout the weald, across the balmy downs 
Where Artemis had made her holy grounds.
Tell how this hunting maid did suitors flout,
Deeming naught of any worth in men devout.
Sing next of how this maiden's furtive soul 
Reflected in the gleaming silent stream 
Whose waters Alpheus' spirit did control,
Whose mysterious image did always seem 
The phantom of some self disclosing dream.
Ye Oracles let fall thy doleful veils 
And sing once more of this most aged lovers' tale.
The Hymn
Amid the braided weed 
In woodland and in mead 
O'ergrown throughout the vast of Syracuse,
There with flinted spear 
Edg'd to sport for boar and deer 
Dwelt the stalwart maiden huntress Arethuse 
Who in these stately forest walls 
Kept stealthily her soul from love's resounding call.
And as the twining spine 
Of the wanton reckless vine 
That headlong hurls its beauty to the world,
Filling margins with its trim,
Its green and blissful hymn 
Of pattern'd stem and leafing gently curl'd,
Is guiltless of its charm and grace,
Unknowing o' th' awestruck eye that spies its handsome face
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So this maiden fierce 
Did like her arrows pierce 
The dreaming air with her spirit raging wild.
Vet her boisterous frame 
By symmetry was tam'd 
Into the shape of woman fair and mild -  
This second self that goes unseen,
That in our states of guilt is dread imagining.
And yet no empty place 
Resides in earthly space 
Wherein the spirit from its form might rest,
For the vanity of shape 
No mortal can escape 
And the purest winged infant in its nest 
That gapes to mourn its starving throat 
Sings "Vanity is all" in merry liquid notes.
Vet guileless of this 
Despair's unbound abyss 
Her single sided self that cut the air 
As lean as perfect flight,
As comets scar the night 
She smote the doe, the fox, the sprightly hare,
And deftly slew the savage boar
'n all the bladed whim of her circumference blood did pour.
So dauntless was this maid,
How mightily she preyed 
With all the glories of the hunt she soared 
Throughout the timber'd land;
Heroically she spanned 
The ivied brake and rolling speckled shore 
That lined the sudsy sheeted brine 
And wandered round the shadows of the lofty pine.
How joyous was the time,
So happy and sublime 
Beneath these veils of leafy canopy;
And shaded from the sun 
That like a sacred one 
Shone bright a timeless singularity 
Of all that lay as separate piece,
Of all that seems itself yet of its self will cease.
Aye, that sun of sorrows dreams 
Whose bright eternal beams 
Of bloated god o’erwhelm the living soul 
And render mortal clay 
As a shadow, passed away,
Deflated by a fancied cosmic whole.
Yet in the sway of pagan grace
Arethusa did awake and gave the morn embrace.
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"How sweet," quoth Arethuse,
"This morning's holy muse 
That hath inspired mountains to up rise 
And set beyond the key 
In the somber surging sea 
A molten golden sun upon the sky;
Surely too is game provided
Midst this scattered ample heap of god divided,”
But swift peculiar pause,
A slumber nimbly gnaws 
Upon the zeal of this most steadfast maid; 
Thence all at once she fell 
As by a mystic spell
To dreamful sleep upon the verdant glade:
By her yawns at last devoured,
So inverted into dreams where portents showered.
And there before her eyes 
She presently descries 
That satyr sloth Silenus riding near 
Astride his sturdy ass,
His oily swollen mass 
As large in fat as drunken joy appears 
The pretence of immortal heights 
That, ending, falls forever from its proud delights.
Upon his sweating breast,
There peacefully at rest 
The infant Dionysus calmly naps,
Who girdled up in arms,
So free from all alarms 
Sips joyfully on rich botanic saps 
And dreams upon his godly might 
That latent in the child's shape awaits its flight.
Then with sharp surprise,
Amazement in his eyes,
Silenus spake with words of dismal weight,
Grim wisdom to the ear 
Of mortals who should hear 
As Midas, how the best of human states 
Is never to have been at all 
But, being, then to die as soon as possible.
At this the huntress swooned 
As from a deadly wound 
Her spirit clenched in brooding agony.
Silenus then withdrew 
And left eternal rue 
To root itself upon her like a weed 
Infecting fields of purest leaf -  
As flaws in symmetry do stifle all belief.
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Yet suddenly a strange 
And odd celestial change 
Did overwhelm the blissful azure sky:
An unexpected night 
Had raz'd the day from sight 
And left the heavens to but dimly shine 
Of timid starfires loosely strewn 
About a newly reigning, fearful bleeding moon.
Now lighting from this dream 
She grasps her hair and screams 
Of great portentous figures in the air; 
Despairing now of things 
Beneath the world that bring 
Supernal influence for all to bear.
And so toward the gleaming west
She left severely wandering in deep distress.
Aimless did she roam 
Until at last was shown 
A thing that met so strangely with her gaze,
With her psyche sickly wann’d,
A whirling stream-fed pond 
That glistening with the sun's reflected rays 
Lay round as one great weeping eye -- 
So profoundly silent as the cool autumnal sky.
Now finally at peace 
And here at last surcease 
From dreadful visions surely could be found.
Here the waters clear 
Did ease enduring fear
And lull her wearied heart with rippling sounds 
So quiet as a whisper made 
To veil a gossip or a tender secret's trade.
There idling by the brinks 
She plants herself and thinks 
Upon her fair reflection in the stream. . .
Here beside the mournful boughs 
Of willows drap'd adown 
With silvery leaves that undulant gleam 
And overhang as human souls 
Left with outstayed joy as abandon'd wailing holes.
Then in the stream she fell 
And bathed within its well 
And freely swam at ease with playful glee 
Until within the depths 
A stirring slowly crept 
About her feet that quickly she did flee 
Unto the river's shallow flank,
Then sat in sheer amazement upon its stony banks.
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At once a whining creek,
A slippery voice did speak,
"Fairest maiden, why such speedy haste?"
What time without delay 
She swiftly fled away
As if by death's bestower she were chased.
The river thence a hunter's frame 
Assumed to follow fast this maiden so untam'd.
"Fair, charming maid," quoth he,
"This terror must not be 
Since that I follow swift by love's command 
And for no other need 
Do I with godly speed
Pursue thee thus across the wooded land -  
Despair me not my love I pray."
Whereto for all reply she farther fled away.
In this now troubled flight 
She ran with all her might 
And yet her pressing efforts bootless seem'd,
For Alpheus’ great chase 
Endured her maiden's pace 
And awed her of the terrors she had dreamed,
So that now from out her primal dread 
A prayer unto her goddess Artemis was said.
The goddess with surmise 
Having heard the maiden's cries 
Then made of Arethuse a watery spring 
That deep beneath the ground 
Did Alpheus confound,
There to distant Ortygia flowing -- 
As though upon this hunting maid 
Apotheosis down from Artemis was laid.
Yet be they not as one?
As self same waters run -  
Or the perpetual flight to self undo:
As two divergent streams;
As a tearing at the seams 
Our being that does cleave the world in two 
Does leave us all the sibling heirs,
The issue o' th’ spousal bond of dread and bleak despair.
—George Micco
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Will It Ever End?
I wanna be like E.T.
Phone home, and have AT&T 
Reach out and touch me 
Like Calgon, to take me away.
I wanna meet Mickey Mouse 
In the Magic Kingdom of Florida.
So MGM Aliens can wrap me up 
In a Cocoon to relieve me of 
This Excederin headache.
I wanna know that life is real 
Not Memorex, so that even when 
My brains are on drugs, the Denny’s 
Ladies will give me Eggbeaters with 
My Jimmy Dean Sausages.
I wanna think Bob Uecker tastes great 
And is less filling than Leslie Nielson, 
So that when I’m naked I can count to 
Twentyone, my tender age.
I’m getting as old as Barbara Mandrell, 
And America’s freedom is not a fabric 
Mothballed, for McGruff is watching. 
But everyone smells like Old Spice, 
Shhh! That’s my Secret, PH Balanced 
etc....
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Once upon a time, a fierce war was waged between the Birds and the Beasts of the Bramblebush. For a long while, the 
issue was uncertain, and the Bat, taking advantage of his ambig­
uous nature, remained neutral.
At length when the Beasts seemed to prevail, the Bat joined their side and appeared to be involved in the fight. Suddenly, 
the Birds rallied successfully. When the battle was over, the Bat 
was found on the winning side. In the end, a peace treaty was 
signed between the two sides, and reparations were made. But, 
the Bat’s duplicity was recognized, and he was sentenced to exile 
forever. He skulked off, condemned to live in holes and corners, 
never daring to show his face except in the shadows of twilight.

